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Abstract

In order to prevent and minimize the consequences of global environmental change caused by ecological, technological and economic problems, there need professionals with high-quality training in the field of health and safety. The article defines the special aspects of technical students’ professional competences formation of in the field of health and safety in the modern world. The authors propose a set of integrative games boosting the learning process, creating simulated professional activities (situations), making it possible to develop skills and influence the relationships of participants and ensuring the formation of social and professional activities and readiness for work. This article is intended for teachers, psychologists, researchers, potential employers, specialists in the field of health and safety.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

Prevention of emergency situations is one of the main directions of the implemented state policy. In order to reduce the risks in the technosphere, to prevent and mitigate disasters, they need professionals with high-quality training in the field of health and safety in accordance with the requirements of scientific and technological progress. Implementation of regulatory, institutional, engineering and technical, economic, social, scientific and other activities aimed at prevention and reduction of accidents and mitigation of their consequences is carried out by persons authorized to solve problems in the field of security, civil defense, forecasting and recovery of emergency situations of natural and man-caused disasters and fire safety (Ivanov et al., 2015; Shaidullina et al., 2014; Shaidullina et al., 2015). In this regard, there is a need to enhance the professional training of technical university students in the field of health and safety and identify techniques that contribute to the formation of professional competences in the field of health and safety. One of the interactive forms
of educational process organization of bachelors’ training are integrative games, the use of which can ensure the formation of high-quality professional skills, as well as the ability to apply their knowledge, intellectual and practical skills in their future professional activity.

1.2 Status of a problem

Analysis of scientific literature shows that the problem of professional competences formation attracts the attention of scientists (Selevko, 1998; Baydenko, 2004; Zeer, 2005; Zimnya, 2006; Mukhametzyanova, 2010; Telegina et al., 2015; Ibragimov, 2011; Sakhieva et al., 2015 and others).

Scientific works in the field of health and safety systems in modern education (Belov, 2005; Grokholsky, 2005; Vorobiev, 2006; Muravyova, 2012) and person's safety culture formation have made a significant contribution to this study.

Considerable attention in the system of vocational training is given to exploring the possibilities of active and interactive techniques in the formation of professional competences of future specialists. In particular, there have been studied the issues of construction and use of game techniques use, role and place of game techniques in the system of higher vocational education (Efimova, 1982; Verbitsky, 1991; Pidkasisty, 1996; Khairullina et al., 2015; Panfilova, 2006; Novikov, 2006 and others).

Due to the integrative processes in the system of vocational education integrative games become increasingly actual, they allow to ensure the integrity of some game forms and thus improve the efficiency of bachelor’s training. However, such questions as a selection of the integrative games content, their functional structure, scenario planning, complex implementation, performance evaluation, systematic use and productivity conditions in terms of bachelors’ vocational training in a technical university remain insufficiently studied.

1.3 The research hypothesis

The objectively existing need for the formation of technical universities bachelors’ professional competences in the field of health and safety does not have a unique technique and methodic of implementation in the educational process of the university. The questions of game forms complex use in a close relationship and integration, both among themselves and with the stages of the whole process of bachelors’ training, remain unexplored. According to our hypothesis, the efficiency of technical university bachelors’ professional competences formation in the field of health and safety will be raised if in the learning process there is implemented the complex of integrative games which promote intensification; implementation of professional orientation of the educational process; interdisciplinary training and educational-industrial integration; development of the industrial skills of students.

2. Experimental

2.1 The objectives of the research

We have identified the following research objectives: 1) to determine the formation technique of technical university bachelors professional competences in the field of health and safety by means of integrative games; 2) to substantiate and develop the integrative games complex based on the principles of systemacy, continuity and professional orientation of training; 3) to introduce into the educational process and to verify the effectiveness of the integrative games complex as a formation means of technical university bachelors professional competences.

2.2 Theoretical and empirical methods

In order to examine the hypotheses of the study there were used theoretical (analysis, synthesis, generalization, classification, abstraction and others, applied to the State educational standards of higher professional education of the third generation, training and program documentation, training and methodic developments on this problem, law and regulatory acts governing educational activities, etc.); empirical (an interview, questionnaires, monitoring, a method of expert evaluations, teaching methods, an experiment); statistical (synthesis and processing of experimental data) methods.
2.3 The basis of the research

The experimental work was carried out during the period from 2006 to 2013 on the basis of the Kazan National Research Technological University named after A.N. Tupolev (KNRTU - KAI). The experiment involved the students of I-IV courses acquiring disciplines in the field of health and safety (in total 211 students).

2.4 The Stages of the research

The study was conducted in three stages:

In the first stage the teaching experience of development of game training courses for different specialties has been studied, there were analyzed approaches to techniques of the technical university bachelors' vocational training from the standpoint of the professional competences formation; there were also studied qualification characteristics and the model of professional activity in the field of health and safety.

In the second stage there was designed the complex of integrative games, providing the gradual formation of professional competences and a technique of their implementation in bachelors' vocational training "Protection in emergency situations."

In the third stage an experiment was conducted to determine the level of bachelors' vocational training: an ascertainning stage (according to the current level of competence formation of students in the control group), a forming stage (according to the implementation of integrative games in the learning process) and a controlling stage (by definition of learning outcomes while using the complex of integrative games).

2.5 Grounding for the use of integrative games complex in the educational process of bachelors' training

Modern requirements for training specialists in the field of "Protection in emergency situations" have shown that it is necessary to ensure full readiness for professional work in the course of entire educational process, starting from the first year and ending with the defending of bachelors' final qualifying work.

Starting point for making professional decisions can and must serve the knowledge gained throughout life. That is, the earlier a person begins to form professional thinking, the more fundamental will be professional knowledge in the context of professional activities and more likely that his decisions taken in professional activities will be coordinated with the requirements of society. It is coordinated with the concept of Donald Sean, he called the concept of critical reasoning of practical activity (reflective practitioner perspective), which directs the experts - practitioners to rethink the results of their work, both during the creative process, and after receiving the final results. It should also be noted that technical university bachelors should be ready to take professional decisions and have a developed professional risk - thinking.

Risk is a decision or an action from the perspective of subjective characteristics of uncertainty, where a person not only uncovers a mismatch of required and existing or potential opportunities in control of a situation, and where the evaluation of these opportunities potential is also uncertain. We are talking about the readiness for self-control actions in a deliberate incompleteness or unavailability of the necessary benchmarks, as well as the willingness to rely on one's potential.

In these circumstances, the teachers, performing technical specialists training, face the problem: to design such content of taught courses and to establish a system of didactic teaching aids, so a university graduate can smoothly adapt to modern conditions and become fully competitive in the labor market. The training of graduates of this level with the use of modern educational techniques is the main task of the Bachelor's programme.

In the bachelors' training the leading forms are active methods which recreate not only objective, but also a social content of future professional activity. The social context implies skills of social interaction and communication, sharing solutions, collective thinking, etc. During training the bachelor must perform the exact actions that are similar to those that will have a definite place in his career. The only difference is that the answers to the questions, which outcomes the initiated actions will lead to, in game situations gives a model of reality, not reality itself.

3. Results

3.1 The algorithm of developing the complex of integrative games for the professional competence formation of future engineers

The integrative games are defined as a kind of professional-oriented game activity simulating professional processes, modeling solutions to the tasks on the basis of interdisciplinary and education-production integration that contributes to
the disclosure of personal potential of students (Prokofieva, 2012).

Integrative games character is explained by their certain features:
- firstly, the feature of integrative games is that learning occurs in situations as close to the real, so it permits the material, necessary for learning, to enter into the target activity, rather than in means.
- secondly, it is realizing not only the knowledge transfer but also training the skills use in practice, which in turn requires the presence/formation of certain personal qualities of students.
- thirdly, it is arranging the formation of new, qualitatively different orientation on training in emotionally intensive process of collective creative work.
- fourthly, there is interdisciplinary, educational-industrial integration.

We have developed the algorithm for designing the complex of integrative games comprising the following stages:
1. Definition of the professionally-oriented content reflecting the object of engineering labor, imitating professional activities and situations that arise in the professional field;
2. Definition of rules and scripts that define the relevance to the professional decision making process in the discipline framework;
3. Establishing necessary roles of participants (similar to positions in professional activities in the disciplinary safety);
4. Search for and justification of an important engineering problem in the field of safety and / or an industrial conflict situation;
5. Statement of a common industrial target for all participants in the game, and the definition of tasks for each participant able to influence by his/her actions on the achievement of final professional result, playing a certain role;
6. Formation (imitation) of industrial environment or its elements, recreating important conditions for competent professional decision making in the discipline.

3.2 The complex of integrative games in the field of "Health and Safety"

We have developed the complex of integrative games combined to form the professional competences during the whole training which simulates real professional connections and relationships, work situations and forms the conflict, industrial - professional situations during the game due to the divergence of the game participants' interests or a number of conditions of information uncertainty.

The complex of integrative games for the formation of professional competences of future engineers in the field of "Health and Safety" includes:
- an integrative game aimed at the ability to work in a team ("The team in extreme situations"), including simulation, research, vocational and communicative, professional activity of an engineer. The content of the integrative game "The team in extreme situations" is aimed at recognition, comparison, characteristics, disclosure of concepts, justification and application of professional knowledge in the field of protection from emergency situations (orientation stage). The game is played at the first course, 2-4- times a year, the situation varies.
- an integrative game aimed at identifying leadership qualities ("I am the leader"), including the simulation, organizational and managerial, professional activity of an engineer. During the integrative game there have been solving professional problems connected with the development of roles and specific of regional production, while the process of the integrative game there have played such important conditions as the geographic location of the object (excursions, photos, plans and maps of workshops, etc.), the presence of explosive industrial equipment and facilities for its service (installation phase). The game is played on the second year of studies, 2-4- times a year, the situation varies.
- an integrative game aimed at the formation and development of professional competences ("Emergency situation"), including the simulation of organizational, managerial and expert work of an engineer. During the game, the quasi-professional task is solved - an emergency situation emerged in the production accordingly the specifics of the regional branches of the economy (forming phase). The game is played on the third and fourth years of studies, 2-4- times a year, the situation varies.

The structure of the integrative games complex forms a set of elements: the subject of an integrative game, an integrative game scenario, integrative game participants, a role, functions of players, integrative game rules, diagnostics of the participants activities, as a result of manifestation of his professional competences. This complex is implementing throughout the bachelors' vocational training. For each course it is implementing its own type of an integrative game.
corresponding to the currently available professional knowledge and skills of students.

3.3 The effectiveness of the implementation of the integrative games complex in the process of bachelors' training at the university

The effectiveness of the implementation of the integrative games complex is characterized by the criteria, indicators and levels of professional competences formation, tested by us in bachelors' training in the field of "Protection in emergency situations." The authors have developed diagnostic tools to carry out the dynamic evaluation and visualization of the results of professional competences formation throughout the whole cycle of bachelors' training, including the adapted evaluation system with a total cumulative calculation of results of each bachelor's professional development according to the results.

Each criteria, determining the structural components of professional competences, can be formed on one of three evaluation levels: - a low one: personal abilities are not used to the full extent, or suppressed, resulting in a state of indecision, the difficulty in solving questions of different nature; the absence of a stable demand in special professional knowledge; - an average one: standard relation to professional activities; focus on cooperation, the presence of an independent trajectory of behavior based on personal abilities; - a high one: a comprehensive, versatile use of one's capabilities; responsibility for decisions, active actions, a constant readiness for self-improvement, an ability to adapt to any situation. Finally they give the integral evaluation – a compliance with the specialty determined by the level of each competence display and analysis of quasi-professional bachelor's activities within the simulation situations of integrative games.

The usage of this evaluating system allows: to obtain an estimation of achievement of competences individually for each bachelor concerning each integrative game; to diagnose gaps in the acquisition of knowledge and skills by bachelors during the traditional training and to implement their on-time correction; to determine the individual quality of each bachelor, their professional competences, behavior and ability to work in a team, leadership qualities, etc.

The level of bachelors' professional competences formation in the field of "Protection in emergency situations" can be identified by means of their successful participation in the integrative games. Playing of work situations, on the one hand, enriches their knowledge of safety, materials and expertise, and on the other, detects the presence or absence of professional competences of the bachelor in the field of "Protection in emergency situations". Thus, integrative games can be used both as a diagnostic tool and as a tool for the professional competences formation.

Comparative analysis of professional competences formation among the students having traditional learning (control group, 84 students) and those who use the integrative games complex (experimental group, 127 students) has shown the average 30% and more increase of level of professional competences formation (Figure 1)

![Figure 1. Comparative analysis of professional competences formation of control and experimental groups (summarized data)](image)

4. Discussions

During the process of integrative games happens the simulating of bachelors' professional activities, as well as the strategy for professional training in the university is developing in terms of future activities field – design-engineering;
service-operational; organizational and managerial, expert, oversight and inspection-auditing; science-research. During the integrative games in the field of “Protection in emergency situations” it is developing a system of values which characterizes the integrity of the person, persistence in achieving goals, the attitude to oneself, to learning, to their future profession.

5. Conclusions

The bachelor in the field of “Protection in emergency situations” acquires the disciplinary content of training (knowledge, skills, professional experience) and, occupying a specific position in a communication system of participants in the educational process, follows established norms of social relations and actions to the extent that he is active here, is being formed and brought up as a person. During studies bachelors realize three basic forms of activity: learning, quasi-professional and learning-professional, considering the fact that the transition from one form to another is determined by the logic of contextual organization of the learning content. Design, basement, organization of these forms of activity accounts requirements not only in the aspect of the studied science, which the educational process is based on, or didactics, but also in terms of professional activity, taking into account the social standardization of students activity. These requests from professional activities are system forming which determine the training technique.
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